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Chapter

1

I was at my apartment, getting ready for soccer. The fish in my aquarium sparkled in the water
from the lamp! I fed them one last time before I went out the door. I got onto my motorcycle and sped
away. I parked my motorcycle under a shady oak tree so my motorcycle seat won’t get hot. I ran to field
5 with my soccer ball. All my teammates were there! Toothless, Blue, Charlie, Echo, Delta, and Slimer
were there!" So, where is the other team?’’Slimer asked. Just then, we heard a roar from above us! 3
Areodactyls and 3 Charizards swooped from the sky and landed on the other side of the field! Then, a
Pidgeot flew on their side! At that moment, I knew what their team name was!

Chapter 2
They were the Poke'mon! I couldn't believe it! I'm actually standing right in front of the whole
gang! Then I was also terrified that I was against the greatest soccer team of all time! I got my team
ready for the last game of the season! Slimer was goalie because he doesn't have any legs! He might
not have legs but he does have sticky skin. That's helpful so the ball doesn't go through him. The whistle
blew and Blue, Charlie, Echo and Delta got into their spots where they make their stand. Toothless got
ready to do a tail swipe when he realized The Poke'mon weren’t moving. "What are you guys standing
there for?" I asked. "We want you to win, since we win all the time,” Pidgeot said.

Chapter 3
At that moment, my heart stopped! "Wait! Let us win?" I said, shocked. "Well... yeah! I mean
we can't just keep on winning and letting the other team lose! It's not fair!" Pidgeot said again. I felt
bad that I had to do this but I did it anyway. So, every shot, I felt worse and worse about Pidgeot!
Finally, when we were at 25 scores, I shook Pidgeot's wing and said goodbye to my teammates! I was
sad that they couldn't live with me but their parents said they could live with me! I was so happy when I
heard the news that I thought I was going to explode with happiness. I never lived with anybody before
but, now I do! All eight of us and seven more!

The end

